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• Introduction to clinical trials
• Considerations for participating in clinical trials
• Resources for finding clinical trials
• Current drug development landscape

Overview
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Purpose of a Clinical Trial
• Studies to understand the effect of a drug or device in a human 

population

• In Duchenne and Becker this has typically involved evaluating the 
safety and efficacy of new or repurposed drugs, referred to as 
‘investigational products’

• Clinical trials are research not treatment – the data collected during 
trials is what is necessary to shift an ‘investigational product’ to an 
‘approved product’ by the FDA. 
– There may be benefits from an investigational product, but there is no 

guarantee, the trial is how we find out if an investigational product  is 
effective.
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Phases of Clinical Trials
• Preclinical – Lab and animal studies that help us 

understand potential of an investigational product

• Phase 1 – First in humans, assessing safety – Small 
numbers, sometimes done in healthy adults before the 
pediatric trial

• Phase 2 – Typically dose finding studies, safety still 
primary endpoint, will collect functional data

• Phase 3 – Pivotal trial to show efficacy in large number 
of patients – Likely to include placebo

• Phase 4 – Post-marketing or post-approval studies. 
Continued assessment of drug safety and efficacy
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Frequently Used Clinical Trial Terminology



Understanding your participation
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Informed Consent
• The Informed Consent Form – is the document you will sign to agree to 

participate in a trial, it contains information on the trial: risks, benefits, 
timeline of the study. 
– You can receive a copy before signing to review with your family and physician.
– During the consent process you will learn about the trial and it is your opportunity 

to ask questions of the research team.
• These can be long documents with a lot of information so come prepared:

– Come with a list of questions you want answered, bring a notebook to write down 
additional questions while discussing, no question is too small!

– Ask whatever questions you need to feel comfortable – from ‘what were the side-
effects seen in the animal models?’, to ‘will you cover the cost of gas?’

• Assent – Your child may also be asked to sign a consent document (usually 
once 7+ years of age), investigators should be developing assent forms and 
explanations that help your child understand the trial. 
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Risks of Participating
• The investigational product may not work or be better than routine 

standard of care
• You may receive placebo rather than the investigational product

– For most studies you will eventually receive the investigational product; 
the access and timeline should be available in the informed consent

• Investigational products may have unwanted or harmful side-effects
• May impact your ability to participate in other clinical trials

– Exclusion criteria often restricts the use of multiple investigational 
products

– May have to wait a certain amount of time before joining another trial –
referred to as a ‘washout’ to ensure the product you had been taking isn’t 
impacting the results of the new trial
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Burdens of Participating
• Costs associated with the study

– Gas, hotels, parking, food

– Child care for children not in the study

– Some costs may be reimbursed by the study Sponsor; ask about 
reimbursement during your informed consent process.

• Schedule of visits
– May lose time at work or have to use vacation/personal leave

– Missing school or other activities with their peers

– Visits could be multiple days, weekly visits, monthly; schedule should be 
outlined in consent document.

– A particular trial may not have a site that is local to your area
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Benefits of Participating
• Access to the investigational product

– Products could provide benefit and this is an opportunity to have access prior to 
approval

– Many studies offer Open Label Extensions – providing you an opportunity to 
continue having access to the product after the initial trial is completed

• Providing benefit to the community
– Investigational products can’t be approved without appropriate testing and that 

requires willing participants
– The more individuals willing to participate, the faster a trial can gather data to see if 

the products are providing benefit or not
• Access to medical experts and standard of care

– Visits may occur outside of the typical 6 month visit allowing for more interaction 
with care providers

– May visit with other expert care providers outside of your traditional care team



Resources for finding trials
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Resources for Finding Trials
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PPMD’s Impact on Research and Drug Development
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Therapeutic Strategies in Duchenne







Learn about actively recruiting clinical trials 
and studies you or your child may qualify for. 

Visit parentprojectmd.org/exploretrials 
or scan the QR code.



More information on trials can be found 
on the Clinical Trials Handout
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